8 advantages
of vinyl
wallcovering
+ Vescom Protect

sustainable and scratch
& impact resistant

The Vescom Protect foil is transparent and
Thanks to the excellent resistance against stains, invisible. That way Vescom vinyl wallcovering
retains its aesthetic value. Each quality product
vinyl wallcovering + Vescom Protect easily
in the collection is distinctly a technically
last for 10 – 15 years. A test was carried
functional product, yet without the steel-cold
out on the scratch + impact resistance of this
appearance of many synthetic products.
combination and on the vinyl wallcovering
only. The combination of vinyl wallcovering
+ Vescom Protect scored no less than 33%
higher! This is an important advantage, when continuous protection
used in rooms with a lot of activity, just as the
Vescom Protect does not lose its effectiveness.
fact that vinyl wallcovering + Vescom Protect
Therefore, the foil used continuously provides
bridges shrinkage and hair cracks in the wall.
optimal protection.

worthwhile investment
maintenance-friendly

stain-resistant

Vescom Protect is easy to clean with regular
household agents, Vescom Cleaner and strong
solvents. The wallcovering even resists the
most potent anti-dirt agents without any wear
& tear to the product. Furthermore, vinyl
wallcovering + Vescom Protect can be cleaned
faster and more thoroughly than any other
wall finish product, limiting maintenance costs
to a minimum.

Vescom Protect is a transparent protective
foil that attaches to the vinyl wallcovering.
This foil makes the walls absolutely resistant
against stain and dirt of any nature. Even
notorious substances that usually leave
stubborn stains (such as iodine, silver nitrate,
ballpoint ink and paint) can be removed
easily and completely.

keeps its aesthetic value

safe

From a financial point of view as well,
The vinyl wallcovering + Vescom Protect is
everything is in favour of selecting of vinyl
based on a safe, natural and non-toxic process.
wallcovering + Vescom Protect. Sometimes,
In addition, it is hypoallergenic.
the initial costs are even lower than the costs
of similar wall finish products. Just lacking
the need to carry out maintenance such as
the alternative for paint
painting makes vinyl wallcovering + Vescom
Protect an economically worthwhile investment. and glass fibre
Its long lifespan, hygiene and full ability to get
things clean make vinyl wallcovering + Vescom
Protect an excellent alternative for paint and
glass fibre.

Vescom
Protect
protects walls
against dirt,
chemicals
and bacteria

Vescom Protect
because hygiene
is of crucial
importance in
healthcare

hygienic,
stain-resistant
and easy
to clean

composition

vinyl finishing coat
printed with water-based
inks, on a cotton backing
+ Vescom Protect
width

±130 cm / ± 51/52 inches
acoustic absorption

alphaw 0.15
selon DIN 52215
fire classification

SBI Euroclass
B – s2 – d0
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vinyl wallcovering
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vinyl wallcovering
+ Vescom Protect
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1 = hard to clean
5 = easy to clean
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seamless application
The material can be applied seamlessly.
Clear hanging instructions are available.

efficient and quick to apply
Vescom vinyl can be installed quickly and does not
require drying time. The product is odourless so the rooms
can be used immediately after application.

disinfecting
without problems
environment-friendly
Vescom wallcovering is made in an environment-friendly
production process. Vescom works in accordance with
a controlled and certified ISO 14001 environmental
management system.

The service and after-sales of Vescom are as you may
expect from a producer of top-quality wallcovering.
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Complies with the strictest requirements for fire safety.

excellent service
and after-sales
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cleaning with Vescom Cleaner
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U.S.A.
Vescom America Inc.
t +1 252 431 6200
e usacanada@vescom.com
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Scandinavia
Vescom Scandinavia
t +46 515 175 12
e sales@vescom.com

Source: 2013 Textile Lab Report ‘Testing of cleanability on 2 types of wallcovering’
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In the healthcare sector, it is of vital importance to
have clean and hygienic rooms. After all, such an
environment directly impacts the health of those
people that are in these rooms. Removing dirt and
eliminating harmful bacteria prevents people from
becoming infected. No doubt, your organisation takes
every conceivable measure to clean and disinfect
rooms. However, you also know that dirt and bacteria
lodge in the most unlikely places. That’s the reason why
we offer you Vescom Protect: The surface treatment that
protects your vinyl wallcovering against dirt, chemicals
and bacteria. Wallcovering including Vescom Protect
is extremely suitable for rooms that demand the highest
standard in hygiene. This applies to operation/surgery
theatres, patient rooms, IC departments, laboratories
and institutional kitchens.

extremely fire-resistant

Walls with Vescom vinyl wallcovering can very easily
be disinfected using agents based on active chlorine.

Vescom wallcovering
100% recyclable

cleaning with a standard cleaning agent

additional advantages of
Vescom vinyl wallcovering

U.A.E. & Sultanate
of Oman
Vescom Dubai
t +971 4 3543078
e dubai@vescom.com

UK & ROI
Vescom UK Ltd.
t +44 (0)1295 27 36 44
e uk@vescom.com
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Our responsibility reaches
beyond these walls
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